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The Ocean is NOT a Garbage Can (Click the Link Here)

Lyrics:

Hundreds of years ago every ocean was colored blue
Now some of our oceans have garbage and look like poo

Turtles and fish and even sea amoebas too
They are all affected by the trash and all the goo

It is very depressing when you think of all the stuff
Many plastics in the ocean, it is getting to be rough

Plastic goes in the recycling bin, never in the trash
Or else all of the marine life could die in a quick flash

While plastic is said to be the “material of a thousand uses”
This singular item kills animals and causes them bruises

Coffee cups and straws, all shipwrecks in the seas
Waiting for their next victim, to strangle them with ease

Necks tangled in fishing gear and noses stuck with straws
Before you throw out plastic please try and take a pause

Even microplastics hurt ecosystems across the globe
Ingested by plankton and krill through each and every lobe

Mother Nature can’t get rid of these micro killers
Therefore they affect anyone from humans to caterpillars

This micro plastic starts to accumulate
Sadly, these pieces can end up on your dinner plate

https://youtu.be/QhF7OZ1nekw


Aside from all the plastic mess that is our ocean now
Our main focus will be marine life to help them somehow

To keep the important qualities of our Earth alive
Marine protection is crucial to help organisms survive

For tons of biodiversity and food and life too
Managing the oceans resources cannot just go astrew

This is an important step in keeping the “life” in marine life
We need to protect the coral and keep alive the wildlife

Just always remember the ocean is not a garbage can
Continuing to treat it that way will shorten animals’ life span


